WINGS
Over the
Pacific

At Right—A cheerful welcome for Navy Day in Honolulu, greeted by the royal family with a group of high-flying airplanes, on board the aircraft carrier "Hornet." 

At Left—A Collins-Desoto from England to New Zealand. Joe Collins photographed at Honolulu, starting his flight to 12,000 miles across the Pacific, which was completed in 14 days and 23 hours. He covered 3,500 miles per day, the record for the 11,000-mile flight from England to New Zealand by way of the Fijian, Solomons, and Samoan seas.

The China Clipper flying over Honolulu with the group of newspaper representatives who were the first passengers to reach the mainland of the United States via the Clipper route. 

The United States Fleet is passing through the smoke screen during exercises off San Pedro.